Introduction. The kinetic theory of gases contains a fundamental paradox in that the results obtained from the theory are irreversible despite the fact that gases are assumed to be composed of molecules which obey the reversible laws of mechanics. The paradox is further heightened by Poincare's Cycle Theorem which states roughly that, no matter what is the initial configuration of the molecules, the gas must return to a state which is arbitrarily close to the initial state and that it must do so infinitely often. Physicists have tried to explain this paradox by stating that the time for one such Poincare cycle is so large that the recurrence of an initially improbable state is unlikely during the times normally available for observation. For a fuller discussion of these topics we refer to an article by Chandrasekhar [l] . In the present paper we consider the first recurrence time of a very simple dynamical system, namely, one which has k + 1 degrees of freedom Xi, x2, • • • , Xjt+i, each of which is simply-periodic in the time t. Put Xj(r) = A^'H*, j= 1, 2, • • • , * + 1;
then the problem is to determine the smallest positive value of r such that the point (xi(r), • • • , x*+i(r)) will be within a preassigned neighborhood of the initial point (xi(0), • • • , xi+i(0)). For simplicity, the neighborhood is assumed to be such that We wish to find the average of the first recurrence time for all such systems, that is,
and in particular the asymptotic behavior of t0" as e approaches zero. Suppose that Pt+i^O is the largest of the Vj and instead of the inequalities (1) consider the following: 
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We shall show that there exist two positive constants d and c2 such that (5) C\<Tk < tav < c2e~*.
For the case k = \, more can be obtained. We prove then that 6 log 2 (6) k, =-7-e-1 + 0(Iog e), and . , 2 log 2 + 1
We wish to thank Professor Harold N. Shapiro for a suggestion which simplified the proofs of (6) and (7).
The one-dimensional case. For any a in the unit interval, define t = t(a, e) as the smallest positive integer such that \ta -m\ ^e for some integer m, i.e., such that ta is within e of an integer. Our problem is to evaluate /t(a, e)da. o Let the integer n be chosen so that l/(« + l) ^e<l/w.
Then it is clear that for any a and so I/^^^-Io^'^-O^n^h -a2b\ -± 1 and bi +b2 ^ n. Now if the Farey series Fn-u of fractions a/b say, is used to define a collection C of intervals I(a/b), we shall prove that C covers the unit interval, but that no single interval I(a/b) contains any member of Fn-\ other than a/b. From this it follows that to find t(a, 1/n) we need merely locate a between two consecutive fractions ai/bi and a2/b2 of Fn_i and we have t(a, 1/n) = bi if a is in I(ax/bi) but not in I(a2/b2); t(a, 1/n) = b2 if a is in I(a2/b2) but not in I(ai/bi); t(a, l/«)=min (bi, b2) if a is in both I(aj./bi) and I(a2/b2). We prove the above assertions about the collection of intervals C. If ai/bi and a2/b2 are adjacent fractions in F"-i then ai/b\ -a2/b2= ± \/b\b2 and since b2<n then a2/^2 is not in I(ai/bi). To prove that I(ai/bi) and I(a2/b2) meet, (which will establish that C covers the unit interval) we must prove that l/nbi + l/nb2~^l/b\b2. This follows from the fact that bi+b2^n.
From this argument we see that the interval (ai/bi, a2/b2), of length l/&i&2, splits into two parts as regards the value of t(a, 1/n): t(a, 1/n) = min (bi, b2) over a subinterval of length l/»min (bi, b2), t(a, 1/n) = max (bi, b2) over one of length l/bib2 -1/w-min (bi, b2). Thus To finish the proof of (6), we return to formula (9) and observe that the sum can be written in the form -E-T S (w + 6-20 Z /*(<*)
We break this into two parts T\ and 7"2, where T\ is the sum over values of 6 satisfying 2b<n and T2 is the sum over 26 2: w. In 7\ we have 26 < n, n ^ 26 -1 and so B + b^n implies
B^n-b^b-l; therefore the sum ranges from B = n -b to B=n-\ and we write
In T2 we have 26^w so that B^b + l implies B+b^2b + l>n; therefore the condition B+b^n is superfluous and we may write
Put B=ds and interchange the order of the B and d summations.
We get ?! = -E tE<*m(<*) E (-^-0
--E *(*) + 0(log n) n 6=i
by using (e) in Lemma 2. Similarly we get
by using (f) in Lemma 2.
We combine these results for 7\ and T2 and use Lemma 2 to write
6m log 2 =-~+0(logn).
Having completed the proof of formula (6), we evaluate the second moment in the same way. The analysis preceding formula (8) and this completes the proof of (7).
For the higher dimensional cases we need the following inequality. To illustrate the higher dimensional cases, we take the two dimensional situation. The integer b is an admissible value for all pairs of real numbers lying in the region defined by the Cartesian product of any interval 7(0/6), 7(1/6), • • • , 7(6/6) with any other. Any pair of real numbers outside this region does not have 6 as an admissible value. These intervals have length 2/ra (disregarding what falls outside the unit interval of course) and the region defined by the Cartesian product has area 4/w2. Thus if Ab is the total area of the regions within the unit square for which any point («i, a2) has actual value 6, i.e. for which t(au a2, 1/n) = b then Ab^'i/n2. Thus we have Ai+ A2+ A3+ ■ ■ ■ = 1
